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ABOUT US

Studio ATAO is a nonprofit that creates educational tools,

resources, and spaces for individuals and organizations to

advance systems-based change through a social justice lens

and the all-affected principle*.

Our theory of change is that change happens one

conversation, one person, one relationship at a time. While

this is often why social change feels excruciatingly slow, it

presents an important opportunity for every individual to

make a meaningful impact on our collective futures.

ATAO is pronounced ah-tao, and stands for all together at once. 02

The *all-affected principle is the idea that all those affected by a collective

decision should be included in the decision. We strongly believe that those

most qualified to address current problems in society are those most

impacted by these issues, and their needs and recommendations should be

the starting point for co-creating and implementing new systems.

http://aei.pitt.edu/93142/1/Warren_-_All_Affected_Interests_Principle.pdf


A LA CARTE SESSIONS

Presentations with small-group breakout
discussions addressing topics such as cultural
appropriation, tokenization, and food justice.

TOPIC-THEMED WORKSHOPS
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Branded public or private events such as panel talks,
moderated Town Halls, fireside chats, book & film
discussions, and small-group learn-alongs.

CUSTOM EVENTS (EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL)

Step-by-step team problem-solving using our
framework of centering the most impacted &
enacting change from the ground-up.

FACILITATED BRAINSTORMING & DISCUSSION



MULTI-SESSION EVENTS

A continuation of topic-themed workshops into
multiple discussions with the goal of overhauling
specific processes (e.g., building an equitable pitch
process in the newsroom).

WORKSHOP SERIES
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A longer set of public or private branded events
revolving around social justice themes (e.g., a year-
long series on constructing diverse conferences).

BRANDED EVENT SERIES

A mix of live and recorded seminars, internal events
(e.g., panels, Q&As), and small-group workshops
paced along an overarching theme (e.g., integrating
cultural competency into food insecurity solutions).

CUSTOM THEMED CURRICULA



LONG-TERM PROJECTS

Using our Experimental Salons framework to build
organic relationships with community stakeholders
to develop a custom toolkit & implement key
recommendations based on their ideas.

COMMUNITY FOCUS GROUP RESEARCH
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Year-long organization change initiatives based on
building internal trust & cross-functional
collaboration.

INTERNAL LISTENING TOUR &
ACCOUNTABILITY GROUPS

Custom toolkits are in-depth, actionable guides
analyzing specific issues with suggested actions for
change built from the community focus group
research.

https://studioatao.org/experimental-salons


We conducted a series of themed presentations &

workshops on the topic of combating tokenization

in food media, segmented by department, with

facilitated brainstorming sessions to identify gaps

in existing processes.

FEATURED PROJECTS
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We organized a three-part series of Q&As,

presentations, and workshops to address anti-

Asian violence in the U.S., food and identity,

and what power redistribution could look like

within a food and tech company.

We hosted an in-person, sponsored dinner

presentation of our Asian in America series as

well as a virtual panel on equitable

representation within the media landscape.

We moderated a company-wide panel conversation

on understanding food insecurity through a cultural

lens. After the panel, we created a short curriculum

of self-paced employee learning for those looking to

engage more deeply with the topic.

https://www.studioatao.org/asian-in-america


Looking for something custom to your audience?

We are always happy to design new types of

experiences within our areas of expertise. You can

see topics we have conducted research on and

written about in our Resources Library.

Additionally, we also offer:

OTHER CUSTOM PROJECTS
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A live cooking class with our Executive Director,

Jenny, alongside a presentation and/or small-group

discussions on related social justice themes.

CULINARY DEMONSTRATIONS

https://www.studioatao.org/resources


GENERAL INQUIRIES
HELLO@STUDIOATAO.ORG

JENNY DORSEY
Executive Director

JENNY@STUDIOATAO.ORG

KAREN KUMAKI
Director of Operations

KAREN@STUDIOATAO.ORG

WORK WITH US
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